EARLY EXPLOR ATION AND INDUCTION
The Challenger Expedition of 1872 to 1876 is often proclaimed as the birth of oceanography as an organized discipline. Led by the naturalist Charles Wyville Thomson, it had the aim of "examination of the physical and biological conditions of the deep sea throughout the great ocean basins" (Thomson and Murray, 1885, p. 1) . Lasting three and a half years and covering 68,690 miles, this pioneering voyage gave Thomson the ideal opportunity to explore the deep sea, which he described as "the land of promise for the naturalist, the only remaining region where there were endless novelties of extraordinary interest ready to the hand which had the means of gathering them" (Thomson, 1874, p. 49 is absurd (Popper, 1963, p. 46 akin to hypotheses to aid discovery: "Before the inductive truth is detected, the facts are there, but they are many and unconnected. The conception which the discoverer applies to them gives them connection and unity" (Whewell, 1840, p.42) . The American philosopher George
Gale emphasized the importance of addressing cause, labelling science based on generalizations of data "cookbook science," and proposing that only if we go on to show why regularities exist can we progress to "explanatory science" (Gale, 1979, p. 65) . Without addressing cause, Gale likened science to following recipes in a cookbook.
HYPOTHESIS, IMAGINATION, AND UNIVERSAL LAWS
Hypothesis-driven research, the alterna- The bottom dredging work of the Challenger Expedition was able to test and disprove this hypothesis.
THE IMPORTANCE OF PATTERN
A glance at the scientifi c literature shows that the human capability for pattern recognition is deeply embedded in scientifi c practice (Ziman, 1978) . (Karl, 1999) .
FACTS MATTER
In order to elucidate pattern, there is an ongoing need to establish basic "facts," stalkers (e.g., the dragonfi sh), ambushers (e.g., the anglerfi sh) and hunters (e.g., the fangtooth fi sh) (Robison, 1978) .
Countless other deep-sea and benthic
animals as yet await our discovery. The the theory-ladenness of observation, it is true that we cannot simply "browse over the fi eld of nature like cows at pasture" (Medawar, 1969, p. 29 (Hacking, 1983) . Third, Whewell's assertion that creativity, in essence intuition or hypothesis, is required in order to elucidate pattern is valid, but his advanced method of induction nevertheless begins with observation. A similar view of scientifi c method was held by Einstein, who emphasized that "All knowledge of reality starts from experience and ends in it" (Einstein, 1935, p.133) , and also "New theories are fi rst of all necessary when we encounter new facts which cannot be 'explained' by existing theories" (Einstein, quoted in Musser, 2004, p. 88 is the scientist's greatest accomplishment, whereas, although important and exacting, the working out of these ideas is but a lesser occupation (Medawar, 1967) .
However there is still so much that we do not understand about the oceans that 
